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Discover an understanding the dating world, the problems men face, how to be more confidence,

and build Your Dream Life...Most men are not happy with their dating lives....are you?If you feel like

you've never fully understood the dating scene, it's simple. Most of the things you've been told in

your life regarding relationships are WRONG. It's like failing a test because your teacher assigned

the wrong textbook when class began.You can use this newfound knowledge to turn your life

around.Never again will you stay with a girl because you feel you canÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t do better. Say

goodbye to depression after break-ups because you got dumped.Harems used to be reserved for

kings and rock stars. Now, you can be the king.King's Code will teach you:- The issues currently

plaguing modern Western culture dating, and how to overcome them- The power of CHOICE when

it comes to women; if you're tired of feeling like they're settling for you--CHANGE IT- How to group

girls into tiers and keep multiple relationships prospering- Where to find the girls open to being in a

harem- How to live a balanced life by building a passive dating system- Proper techniques to give

girls the dominant sex they crave- How to Ã¢â‚¬Å“Have The TalkÃ¢â‚¬Â• and Ã¢â‚¬Å“Define The

RelationshipÃ¢â‚¬Â•Ã¢â‚¬â€•usually words that men dread hearing. ...and much, much more!
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Kyle has a lot of dating experience and poured his upper level skills into King's Code. This book is

probably for the person who has a general understanding of game. Someone who is learning how to

talk to girls might feel overwhelmed with the idea of juggling several relationships at once. But once

someone has an understanding for the classic elements like frame control, the cold approach, and

is getting numbers and dates, this book would be the logical next step.Kyle gives good guidelines to

keep you from pulling your hair out or getting burnt out (The Rules of 3) from managing multiple

relationships. And then breaks down further how to handle the eventual challenges of each sex's

motivations within each relationship (Define the relationship). Along the way, Kyle reinforces the

basics, probably without realizing he's doing it. I really love the list in chapter 7 outlining the things

you should avoid saying and doing first in a relationship. These are all mistakes I have made and

wish I had known in my early 20's.All in all, great piece of literature by a guy who already has a

strong resume in the dating arena.

King's Code isn't a rambling book filled with whining about women from a woman-hating bitter husk.

Nothing could be further from the truth.Kyle is an interesting character. He holds with the traditional

societal model, but he knows it's broken and he is working around it to live life his way. I respect

that.Regardless of whether a man wants to live out a playboy lifestyle or settle down one day, or

even if he wans both, he'll find the skills he needs in these pages.

I was fully prepared to break the 5 star streak, but it wasn't meant to be. Pleasantly surprised with

this ebook.Kyle gives a quick breakdown on what a harem is and how to run it. Sounds obvious but

it's actually a very under discussed topic. This book has a very common sense tone (non-existent in

2017) and it reads like a 2.0 version of cracking okcupid. You'll likely find yourself nodding in

agreement to something you intuitively understood but were never able to word.I am a bit puzzled at

how fruitful online dating in LA has been for you-as it's flake central and only gotten harder over the

years, but that's neither here nor there.If you want to take the next step in dating and are

hesitant/confused at how to get there. Give this book a read!

The american dating landscape is a peculiar one - almost an inversion of the natural value system

of the sexual market place. I have been a practitioner of game since a few years now, but lately just

getting laid has become not fulfilling. And if you live in 21st century america, it's far more easier to

get a girl to bed than have her commit to a relationship - especially if you're in your twenties. Doing

it in the correct way is extremely difficult.I don't have a perspective of a beginner anymore, but if you



are tired of notch counts and think monogamy is out of the question, then non-monogamous dating

of this kind is one of your options. I haven't read the whole thing, but i like two things about this book

- It's honest and accurate description of the dating market and it's simplicity of writing. Because after

a while, you don't focus on models anyways and instead focus on paradigms and mindsets. In that

sense, this is the perfect book for someone like me who's just starting to look at harem game.I

would highly recommend it. Because intimacy is far more important than some stupid notch count

metric.

Kyle did an amazing job of giving you real world examples and true how to guide to building a

harem. He gets straight to the point of each chapter and there are no bs pick up lines that need to

be learned in the process.This book actually helped me in correcting what I was doing wrong in

having more than one girl in my life. He has the types of women set up in "tiers" and it's incredibly

helpful. Want to know more? Buy this book. You will not be disappointed.

I really enjoyed this guide. One of the best books I've read on dating. Kyle takes things from A to Z

in his new book. King's Code. If you've ever wanted to have your choice with women, I'd highly

recommend this book. Plus, for the price - it's a no-brainer.

This book gives an alternative and more logical way to go forward with dating.If you're the type who

believes in "societys plan" ; Meet girl , get married , have kids etc etc , then you'll have to go in with

an open mind while reading this.Kyle explains why in modern day "society's view" on typical dating

will always go wrong and this book is great alternative to it.

Really great read with good advice! Kyle's King's Code should relate to a lot of guys who have

trouble getting through girls' minds and living the life that every guy deserves. I took a lot of things to

heart from what was written and I'm grateful to have come across a book like this! Hope to see

many more books like this to gain knowledge and experience in the future.
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